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Few Ontarians have any idea of the numbers of people in Ontario aficted with 

the debilitatnn, painful, ofen co-occurrinn and even life-threateninn conditons 

of Environmental Sensitvityy/ultple Chemical Sensitvites, /yalnic 

EncephalomyelitsyChronic Fatnue Syndrome and Fibromyalnia. But it turns out 

there are a whoppinn 550,000 of them (Statstcs Canada 2014). Consider that 

this is nearly nine tmes the number of people livinn with Alzheimer’s disease. 

These sufferers and their families carry a hune burden of illness because in 

additon to the physical punishments they endure, they also face nenlect, 

inappropriate treatment and nreat stnmatzaton in Ontario’s health and social 

services systems. These in turn are the results of innorance, obsolete ideas, 

inerta and lacki of capacity. 

For the province as a whole, this whole situaton creates a phenomenal, 

but unseen dran on the provincial economy and public purse. For it turns out that 

Ontario pays hundreds of millions of dollars in wasted revenue every year for 

what’s kinown as “inappropriate utlizatono (akia innorant, wasteful and even 

harmful treatment) - money that badly needs to be redirected to do nood instead 

of harm. 

A new report released on Sept. 28, under pressure from patents and 

oppositon partes, by the /inistry of aealth and Lonn Term Care’s Taski Force on 

Environmental aealth benins to makie the invisible people livinn with these 
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conditons visible - at least to the ministry, if not yet to the public, since there 

was no announcement or other media to publicize the event. The report benins 

to explain the blacki hole in care, social support and human rinhts that patents 

with these three conditons face. The taski force was established to recommend 

kiey measures on reconniton, educaton and care to the health minister to 

address this blacki hole. It benan meetnn in June 2016 (anain, under near-stealth 

conditons) and niven a three-year mandate. Another report will be submited in 

2019, a lonn way off, and well past the next electon.

The recommendatons in this interim report were nood, but they were also 

insufficient, numberinn only einht. First up, the taski force recommended “the 

/inister of aealth and Lonn-Term Care makie a statement reconnizinn /EyCFS, 

F/ and ESy/CS,o one that “should reinforce the serious debilitatnn nature of 

these conditons and dispel the mispercepton that they are psycholonical; and it 

should include a commitment to improve care and educaton, develop a system 

of care for people.o This one deserves a minhty cheer, since it is decades overdue 

and has so many other important consequences.

The report further recommended the novernment fund three academic 

chair positons, one for each of the conditons, in clinical environmental health at 

leadinn Ontario universites. It advised the modernizaton of the Ontario aealth 

Insurance Pronram (OaIP) fee code system to ensure all three conditons are 

reconnized (they are not at present). It said the province needs to fund a process 

of expert conferral to develop clinical case defnitons and clinical practce 

nuidelines to support standardized, hinh-quality, patent-centred care. /ore loud 

cheers for each of these. The fact is - and this fact is well kinown and no surprise - 

these are pre-conditonaa measures without which nothinn will move or channe. 

Further the taski force recommended immediate policies to makie hospitals 

and lonn term care facilites safe for people with these conditons (astoundinnly, 
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they are not, and are especially dannerous for the chemically sensitve). And 

fnally it recommended the province contnue to fund the only two fellowships in 

care for these conditons, at the modest, diannosis-only Environmental aealth 

Clinic at Women’s Collene aospital, untl further recommendatons can be 

delivered renardinn health provider educaton. Amen to that.

Every singae one of these recommendatons is urgent and important. 

Indeed, takien tonether, they are analonous to the measures that paramedics takie 

when called to rescue and kieep alive a very badly injured patent for a few 

moments, untl more extensive - and adequate - help can be administered. The 

aon. Dr. Eric aoskiins, Ontario’s minister of health and lonn term care, should 

therefore receive overwhelminn messanes to net that oxynen to the patent 

without the delay of days, let alone months or years, to kieep the patent alive. 

And the taski force should certainly be approved for tellinn him to do it. 

aowever, the patent has suffered terminal injury to every sinnle ornan 

system - to kieep the analony noinn - and only comprehensive, intensive care on 

all fronts - which is to say at all points alonn the normal contnuum of care - will 

kieep that patent alive for any lennth of tme, and eventually heal the patent. So 

a few emernency measures, thounh critcal now, will mean nothinn if the full 

menu of needed acute care is not provided in a very tmely fashion. 

For patents, then, the report is nood as far as it noes, but it does not no 

nearly far enounh to stop the damane and reverse course. 

As well, thounh beyond the scope of this brief commentary, a strikiinn and 

important problem with the motvatng text for the recommendatons and the 

recommendatons themselves is that they uterly “failo on the very 

“environmental healtho dimensions the taski force bears in its name.  The report 

shows disturbinn inadequacies analytcally, and in terms of measures needed by 

patents with severe chemical sensitvity. eet the chemically sensitve patents 
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and expert advocates have driven the quest for novernment reconniton and 

acton since 198 . The severely chemically sensitve suffer the nreatest forms of 

societal isolaton and most dannerous lacki of access to care, by far. It was for 

them that the orininal, if exceedinnly modest, Environmental aealth Clinic at 

Women’s Collene aospital was frst set up in 1996 by New Democratc and, 

followinn on, the Conservatve novernments.

Now, a 201  plan for how to provide the needed comprehensive care is 

actually immediately to hand in an extensively researched and documented 

business case proposal, funded in 2012 by the health ministry. This plan provides 

an overarchinn, systemic plan with a proposed model of care and care delivery 

system, phased and costed at $26 million dollars (about $50 per person) for 

implementaton over fve years. For this modest, up-front investment, the 

province could save hundreds of millions of dollars every year. (eou can fnd the 

documents at htp:yyreconnitoninclusionandequity.ornyresourcesy.)  

It is a very blacki marki indeed on the Wynne novernment that it did not 

validate and implement these recommendatons when they were frst submited, 

even afer promises for fast-tracki acton had been made. Instead, the health 

ministry delayed any acton by three years, and then it strucki yet another 

investnatve body to benin from square one. Only this tme, it did so without 

nivinn it a budnet or expert staff, and reduced and franmented its mandate 

dramatcally. 

The novernment did this despite the fact that both the Conservatve and 

NDP health critcs stronnly and repeatedly voiced their support for the 201  

recommendatons, in the lenislature, in public meetnns at Queen’s Parki and in 

leters to the health minister.

So the takieaway for the moment is clear: the “small-starto 

recommendatons of this Interim Report are all nood and absolutely necessary, as 
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far as they no, and they should be stronnly supported and anyone who reads this 

assessment is urned to write to the minister and the Premier with this messane. 

But an immediate public statement from Ontario’s health minister acceptnn 

these recommendatons, commitnn funds to implement them in an expedited 

fashion, and commitnn to much more extensive actons in the immediate future 

based on the 201  business case recommendatons, is now needed to show nood 

faith and, indeed, competence. Voters will be lookiinn for both.

END
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